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Info Update

PARTY ON WAYNE!
The employee holiday party is tonight! This goes without saying, but ATCKWBT. If you are reading
this Monday morning, hopefully you are reminiscing about all the good times you had and the
comradery you felt. If you are reading this before the party; geez hopefully you have something better
to do with your time on a sunny Friday afternoon than that. 
TID BITS:
 We will be beautifying the uphill transit stop at Faraway and Brush Creek next week, replacing
the old wooden slats with a warm, hand crafted, artisanal cable and metal safety system.
 Yep, they are getting more crowded. Adjusting for the change in Labor Day service (we didn’t
provide JAS transit service this year) ridership for the Village Shuttle is trending up. We are
about 6% up this year over last year.
 At the December 17 Council meeting, we are planning to give the Council an update on the
Coffey Place project. At the risk of ruining any anticipation, the design of the project is going
well. After the Council sees the initial designs, we plan to meet with the adjacent
neighborhood in January in order to continue to receive feedback.
 Speaking of Rodeo Place, on Monday of this week the Rodeo Place neighborhood recorded the
required paper work with the County Clerk to dissolve their HOA. The Snowmass Master
Association and Town staff had a meeting planned with the neighborhood for Tuesday that
was intended to help them get their HOA operational. Because they legally dissolved their
HOA prior to our meeting, our agenda changed drastically. At this point, it is in the Snowmass
Master Association’s purview to determine how they want to coordinate with these homes,
now that they don’t have a neighborhood HOA.
 The SAAB and POSTR Board met together last week and determined that the next public art
piece will likely be recommended to be located just east of Town Park Station. Cathy
Robinson Park is another possibility they are looking into.
 The pedestrian Woodbridge is open for business, on time and on budget. Some work will
continue through next week, but the structural issue has been rectified and folks are safe to ski
and walk across it.
 The dam repair project at Town Park is ready to go. Construction activity will begin shortly and
end in April before the runoff begins. At this point, the beaver traps have been pulled, so that
construction can get underway. Only one beaver was captured and relocated, and we heard
he/she is doing very well in his/her new home. The trapper says that it appears there is no
further activity in this area at this time and that the beavers have moved down stream.
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